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Table of Presidential Nominees from 1952 to 2008
For comparison & informational purposes:
Democratic Party Nominees

Republican Party Nominees

1952 Adlai Stevenson / John
Sparkman
1956 Adlai Stevenson / Estes
Kefauver
1960 John F. Kennedy / Lyndon B.
Johnson *
1964 Lyndon B. Johnson / Hubert
Humphrey *
1968 Hubert Humphrey / Edmund
Muskie
1972 George McGovern / Sargent
Shriver

Dwight D. Eisenhower / Richard
Nixon *
Dwight D. Eisenhower / Richard
Nixon *
Richard Nixon / Henry Cabot
Lodge, Jr.
Barry Goldwater / William
Miller
Richard Nixon / Spiro Agnew*

1976 Jimmy Carter / Walter Mondale
*
1980 Jimmy Carter / Walter Mondale

Gerald Ford / Bob Dole

1984 Walter Mondale / Geraldine
Ferraro
1988 Michael Dukakis / Lloyd
Bentsen
1992 Bill Clinton / Al Gore *
1996 Bill Clinton / Al Gore *

Bob Dole / Jack Kemp

2000 Al Gore / Joe Lieberman

George W. Bush / Dick Cheney
*
George W. Bush / Dick Cheney
*
John McCain / Sarah Palin

2008 Barack Obama / Joe Biden *

George Wallace / Curtis
LeMay

Richard Nixon / Spiro Agnew *

Ronald Reagan / George H.W.
Bush *
Ronald Reagan / George H.W.
Bush *
George H.W. Bush / Dan Quayle
*
George H.W. Bush / Dan Quayle

2004 John Kerry / John Edwards

3rd Party Candidates

John Anderson / Patrick Lucey

H. Ross Perot / Adm. James
Stockdale
H. Ross Perot / Pat Choate
Ralph Nader / Winona La
Duke

KEY: Presidential nominee / Vice-Presidential nominee
 * indicates winner of Presidential race
 For 3rd parties, none with less than 2.7% of the vote has been listed
 YELLOW denotes race covered by this paper
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Any consideration of any election year must begin with a simple question: Why did the
winner win while the loser lost? Anyone who asks such a question and expects a simple answer
is invariably committing the specific sin of inadequacy, and doomed to fail. It is never any
single factor that dictates the outcome of an election, but always a proliferation of causes,
reinforcing each other and contributing to the eventual outcome. This has never been more
demonstrable than in the United States Presidential race of 1968.

“The Johnson Treatment” for Georgia Democrat Richard Russell, one of LBJ’s opponents on civil rights
issues in his own party.

LBJ
Democrat Lyndon B. Johnson was the President at the beginning of 1968, having taken
the oath of office aboard Air Force One after JFK was assassinated in Dallas, Texas on
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November 22nd 1963, and subsequently re-elected in one of the biggest landslide victories in
American political history over Barry Goldwater who led the born-again-conservative
Republican Party (American Presidency Project). Johnson was a driven man with a focused
mandate for a “Great Society” that included sweeping domestic reform in America regarding
racial equality, education, medicine & transportation. Johnson reveled in the power granted him
by the sheer numbers of his election mandate and also his overall physical and rhetorical
presence; he pushed through many of his reforms (60 measures in 1965 alone) often by giving
his fellows “the Johnson treatment,” which involved towering over them, invading their personal
space, glaring, and sometimes yanking people around by the lapels or even kicking them in the
shins (LaFeber, 4). All of this, of course, was in pursuit of what Johnson thought was right for
the country and its citizenry.
By the beginning of 1968, however, Johnson was in a bad-and-getting-worse position on
the war in Vietnam, having gambled and lost with American “blood and treasure” to preserve
what he thought of as the anti-communist position of his predecessors Truman, Eisenhower and
Kennedy. In 1964, with the grossly exaggerated events in the Gulf of Tonkin and the subsequent
resolution (McNamara, 138-139) in Congress granting him wide powers to escalate, Johnson
committed more and more soldiers to a losing effort in Vietnam, until the point that more US
soldiers than Vietnamese were dying every day by 1966 (LaFeber, 4). January and February saw
more and more losing ground at home for LBJ, who lost even the ability (or perhaps the
inclination) to elucidate his Southeast Asian policies to American citizens at home who saw only
the costs of the war, felt misinformed and disenfranchised and lost faith in their President and
what increasingly became, in conventional wisdom, “Johnson’s War.” To quote: “Thus was
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valor squandered because Lyndon Johnson, President, lacked the political skill to give it
meaning.” (Quote from White, 97.)

CHALLENGES & CHALLENGERS

Young Man getting
“Clean for Gene,” 1968

Lack of faith in
Johnson’s Vietnam
policies and the
urgency that was born
from Johnson’s inability to articulate his war policies (especially in the wake of the Tet
Offensive and fears of increased draft numbers coming from colleges and universities) led to
new movements among American liberals and Democrats, specifically in their teens and 20s
(Cohen, 295). March 1968 brought the New Hampshire Democratic primary, with more than
seven thousand young volunteers cutting their hair and
changing their style of clothing, coming “clean for Gene” and
generating a massive amount of the primary vote for peace
candidate Eugene McCarthy (running as an independent), who
came within 230 votes of defeating the incumbent LBJ
(Brown). Four days later, emboldened by this and perhaps
seeing an opportunity, Senator Robert F. Kennedy, yet another
anti-war candidate, brother of the slain President John F. Kennedy and popular Democrat in his
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own right, announced his bid for the Democratic nomination on March 16th (Clarke, 27). By the
end of the month, and seeing the way that the winds were blowing, Johnson made his decision to
“not seek and not accept” a second Democratic nomination for President (Schoen, 201),
throwing the field open to not only RFK and McCarthy, but also his own VP, Democratic
establishment candidate Hubert Humphrey, who would announce his own run almost a month
later. This announcement overshadowed LBJ’s pledge on the same night (during the same
national address) to drastically reduce bombing in Vietnam. Before Americans could get used to
the idea that no matter what, come 1969, they would have a new President, they were besieged
by news of another kind.
Five days later, on April 4th, Dr. Martin Luther King, the influential Southern civil rights
leader who had worked closely with both JFK and LBJ, was shot to death by James Earl Ray in
Memphis, Tennessee on the balcony of the Lorraine Motel (Mary Farrell Foundation). This
event served to further destabilize race relations and the overall mood in America, and more than
40 people were killed in nationwide riots following King’s death. In Indiana, on the campaign
trail, RFK would extemporaneously and beautifully eulogize Dr. King to a large audience,
(Clarke, 94-97) creating a stronger link between the two men that would tragically become
stronger still later in the year.
Later in April, the Students for a Democratic Society would occupy the campus of
Columbia University in widespread protests over civil rights inequalities (Brown). Around this
same time, French President Charles De Gaulle put down protests in France with force and
violence. To the average straight-laced American in 1968, it must have seemed like the world
was falling apart more and more rapidly all the time, and there was no shortage of candidates
willing to jump on the law-and-order wagon to help stop the perceived entropy.
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In the background, (or perhaps underneath it all) and brewing since early 1967
(Pearson) was the 2nd primary campaign of George Wallace, then
rampantly anti-integrationist governor of Alabama. Wallace had run
in the Democratic primaries in 1964, and would again in 1972, but in
1968 – perhaps seeing the obvious difference between himself and the
other Democrats (he had isolated Alabama from the National Party
back in 1962, and it was said that there was no political organization
in Alabama but George Wallace), or maybe just because a field of one guarantees more attention
its solitary occupant – he ran as a member of the American Independent Party (a party cofounded by Wallace with essentially the same platform as Strom Thurmond’s 1964 Dixiecrats), it
seems, somewhat on a whim. Sitting in a café on an interview in 1967 he was presented by a
supporter of his with a bumper sticker – black with red lettering – reading “Wallace for
President.” Responding at first that he didn’t “like anything that’s got black in it,” further
remarked that he would put it on his car, “Might as well get this whole thing started, I guess.”
(Frady, 230-231).

Unapologetically segregationist, Wallace tapped into predominantly conservative young
male white blue-collar rage and fear about the direction the United States seemed to be heading.
He made statements publicly about “nigras” and said famously, “Let them call me a racist. Race
is gonna win this thing for me.” (Frady, 9) He also attacked the hippie movement at various
campaign stops, remarking that the only four letter words they seemed not to know were “W-O-
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R-K” and “S-O-A-P.” Instead of addressing anything resembling an issue, Wallace did what he
was good at, and indeed, what some people think his whole political life was based upon,
fanning the flames of controversy. He would later select retired Air Force General Curtis LeMay
as his running mate.
At the same time as Wallace’s rise in the national polls, the Republican Party was having
a series of interesting people stepping into and then back out of the political waters surrounding
Richard Nixon. Richard Nixon had run for President in 1960 against JFK and had lost by one
percentage point despite carrying three more states than Kennedy. It stung him personally
because Nixon had seen himself as a rival to the better liked Kennedy (Matthews), and because
Nixon thought that he had done everything right that he knew to do – protecting national security
during debates, sacrificing his health and family time to the service of the American people,
dealing with Eisenhower’s dismissive comments (the [in]famous “give me a week and I might
think of something” gaffe) with a cool head (Nixon, section 6 inclusive) – and after polling data
came in (and after his loss in the California gubernatorial race of 1962), it became clear to Nixon
and his people that the one thing he didn’t know enough about was the media. He had looked
bad on television, didn’t come across on radio, and didn’t coordinate his personal appearances
very well. Moreover, Nixon was known to go on heavy defense when attacked, and this looked
increasingly bad – not presidential. His plan, after hiring a media team including Executive
Producer of TV Roger Ailes (lifelong Republican strategist and currently President of Fox News)
was to “build this whole campaign around television. You fellows just tell me what you want me
to do and I’ll do it.” (Museum link & Perlstein, 235) One of the first decisions they made was
not to let the press “kick Nixon around any more” but instead to schedule a series of carefully
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choreographed “town hall” meetings which were broadcast on television and led to complete
control of the candidate’s image (Schoen, page 209).
Nixon had to first contend with George Romney, the father of
current candidate for the GOP nomination, Mitt Romney. The senior
Romney was seen as stentorian, grey-haired, and authoritative; what
Republicans at the time thought the leader of the Republican Party – and
eventually the nation – ought to look and sound like. However, after
remarks in an interview that he had been “brainwashed” into supporting the war in Vietnam were
coupled with his stance that he would not commit more troops to the region, his support tumbled
rapidly and he was out of the running by February of 1968.
Nixon’s only other serious contenders for the nomination were Ronald Reagan and
Nelson Rockefeller. Ronald Reagan’s political star was on the rise, as he’d allied himself with
the conservative wing of the GOP under Goldwater, and he was being courted by the press to run
against LBJ well before March when LBJ withdrew (Perlstein, 93). In the primaries, Reagan had
more of the popular vote than Nixon, but as the primaries drew near, it
became clear that he would not have the delegates. Many anti-war
Republicans had written in New York governor Nelson Rockefeller, and
the two men – Reagan and Rockefeller (featured here on the cover of
TIME magazine) – tried to make a backroom alliance to defeat Nixon,
but it failed due to ego when neither man would agree to support the
other for nomination. On August 8th, with his opposition within the party in tatters, the first
strategy of the Nixon campaign had worked like a charm – sitting back instead of going on the
attack and letting the bastards tear each other down – and he won the GOP nomination at the
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Republican convention in Miami Beach, Florida on the first ballot, selecting Maryland governor
Spiro Agnew as his running mate. (Perlstein, 295 to 306)
Within the Democratic Party, the race between Kennedy, Humphrey and McCarthy was
heating up. It was widely known that as a stand-in for Johnson, Humphrey would enjoy the
support of major unions and other organizations that had supported Johnson in ’64. (Christian,
162) Humphrey also had the most delegates promised despite not participating in any primaries,
but many people believed (and still do) that RFK could have won the nomination after his strong
win in the California primary on June 4. Having served as Attorney General until 1964 and been
a US Senator since then, he certainly had the law-and-order background that American voters
were craving in 1968, and he had name recognition and support from a diverse array of people.

RFK just after the California Primary win, the Ambassador Hotel, June 4, 1968

Tragically, however, Robert F. Kennedy was shot to death by Jordanian Arab Sirhan
Sirhan in the kitchen of the Ambassador Hotel after giving his California primary victory speech.
Ostensibly, this was due to Sirhan’s rage at RFK’s support of Israel over Palestine during the Six
Day War, which had begun one year previous to the day of the shooting. Additionally, RFK had
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pledged to send jets into Palestine to further support Israel. Sirhan is also an alcoholic, however,
and possibly schizophrenic, so making too much of his political motivations would be, in the
author’s opinion, a mistake, especially in light of his March 2011 claims that he was hypnoprogrammed and sent to kill RFK and has no memory of the event. (ABC News) 26 hours after
being shot, RFK died in the hospital, and the future of the Democratic Party and the nation
changed forever.
Without him, the field was left to Humphrey, the establishment candidate, and
“independent” McCarthy, the anti-war candidate. Humphrey was known as “the Happy
Warrior” due to his upbeat demeanor and strong advocacy of liberal causes, while McCarthy was
more of an activist Democrat, consistently agitating for outsiders and their points of view. Over
the bumpy summer leading up to the August Democratic convention in Chicago, the party
faithful would consistently butt heads over the finer points of war policy and ideology while
touring the country courting votes. During this period, it became clear that deep divisions in the
Democratic Party were going to plague whomever won the nomination – likely Humphrey, with
all the delegates pledged – and that fracturing might lead to a schism not unlike the one from
1964, though for entirely different reasons.

AUGUST to NOVEMBER

When Democrats arrived in Chicago for their convention, they found that Mayor Richard
Daley had cordoned off many of the streets, blocked sidewalks and established pathways from
the airport to the convention halls and places where the in-town delegates would likely go. He
had reinforced the police, adding many men and calling in off-duty officers. Additionally, a
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force of 5000 National Guardsmen had been called up to deal with the announced protest of
(what would eventually be counted at 25,000) (Cohen, page 320) young people against the
Vietnam War (UPI). Daley also claimed that he had heard about conspiracies to commit
violence. The city was prepared and blockaded for armed and violent conflict, and that
particular prophecy self-fulfilled on the streets of Chicago on television, in front of the world.

Inside the convention hall, the mood was tense as men who had been commanded by LBJ
not to show support for any candidate while working in the Johnson administration (Christian,
page 164) were finally able to come out and endorse Humphrey for President. After hammering
out rules changes (which at one point suggested that Lyndon Johnson could still be drafted to run
for President), they moved on to the Vietnam plank of the platform which had rent the party in
two. Outside on the streets, the army and policemen were in a holding pattern with protestors,
and inside, the Party leaders argued over the fates of young Americans overseas. Ultimately, any
compromise versions of this plank were rejected by LBJ, and the plank that went forward was
Johnson’s Vietnam policy unadulterated.
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On the night of Wednesday the 28th, the Vietnam plank
was brought to the floor, and the melee outside, which had
already featured policemen singling out and beating reporters
(including Dan Rather, who was punched and pushed down by
a security guard on television), many arrests of protesters and
brutal violence, came to a head, with a full-scale riot during
which over 100 people were injured, and 178 were arrested.
People attempting to come to the site were driven back with
rifle butts, mace, and what Connecticut Senator Abraham Ribicoff publicly condemned as
Richard Daley’s “Gestapo tactics in the streets of Chicago.” (Cohen, 331)
Across the country, what people saw was a party in fractured chaos; men arguing in a
giant convention hall in the middle of Chicago, in America’s heartland, about the lives of other
people in Vietnam, and refusing compromise, refusing retreat, refusing anything other than a
“stick around and see” attitude towards Vietnam. Outside, they saw the young people of a nation
beaten and clubbed by policemen, and no one was able to walk away from that without thinking
that our nation was in trouble, that it needed direction and leadership, and that the men arguing in
the big room looked weak and incapable, perhaps, of that leadership. It was a “juxtaposition of
incongruous images” to say the least; the balloons and pomp of the nomination of Hubert
Humphrey and his running mate Edmund Muskie, capped by Humphrey’s acceptance speech,
and the bloody violence outside by those who felt marginalized that a candidate more in line with
a peaceful agenda had not been selected. (Cohen, 336) To a great many, Humphrey was
“Johnson by proxy,” and that’s not the change they were looking for. To them, that wasn’t
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change at all. Too many people were either disappointed by the nomination or horrified by the
violence. Or both.
It was an opportunity for the Nixon camp and they were too savvy to squander it. Seeing
that Wallace was making gains while the Democrats were self-destructing and believing that he
“held all the cards” (Matthews, 262), he avoided debates with Humphrey, denouncing them as
“kid stuff” while his allies on the Hill killed the burgeoning equal time rules coming down the
pike. (Matthews, 268) Avoiding empty time that could become space for protests, Nixon arrived
never more than 10 minutes early for his stops, and never stayed past the balloon drop. And
perhaps the best move: six days after the Democratic convention, Nixon paraded through the
streets of Chicago, open-topped, as if to show American what Nixon’s Chicago would be like
compared with the Democrat Chicago of less than a week ago. It was pure theatre, and it
worked. It was the slickly orchestrated campaign of a man who had lost too often at the highest
levels and believed that he was morally right and therefore, had to do whatever was required to
succeed.
Nixon’s Chicago parade worked so well for him that Wallace decided to do it, too, and
mustered up a not-insignificant crowd to come and watch him. At every turn, Wallace attacked
his two rivals as intellectual eggheads, not take charge men who would solve American
problems. He tapped into worker frustration with bosses who tell them how things are, and
above all, went out of his way to let everyone know “There is not a dime’s worth of difference
between Richard Nixon and Hubert Humphrey.” (Cohen, 365)
Humphrey, by sharp contrast to both men, had no money ($50,000 total after Chicago)
and few big backers, and no organization besides the one that was quickly cobbled together from
the old RFK aides and men who Johnson allowed to leave their posts. Humphrey was also
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heckled at every stop, shouted down and shouted at, by protesters
who felt that his nomination silenced their voices, by people urging
him to debate Nixon (who of course, would not debate), and who
openly mocked him with cries of “dump the Hump!” His arguably
lowest moment came on September 28th, and is immortalized by a
reporter for the Minneapolis Star, Jim Klobuchar. It contains an account of Humphrey
attempting and failing miserably to speak to and contain protestors at an event; he insists that he
will “not be driven from this platform by a handful of people who believe in nothing,” puts his
hands on his hips and asks them to “knock it off, will you please,” (Klobuchar quoted in Cohen,
368-370) and generally comes off as out of touch, losing the support of even those who
ideologically agree with him. His image now is “the Hump,” a man adrift in a sea of controversy
he simply does not understand, whether that’s really true or not. This is less than a month into a
short campaign originally designed to benefit an incumbent who decided not to run.
Despite all of this; despite the insane, racially-charged rhetoric of the man from down
South who jumped in just to spoil the election for others on a whim, despite the numerous factors
working against the Democratic Party ticket from early in 1967 onward, despite the frenzied and
well-oiled Nixon machine – despite it all, the outcome was never a certainty, never close enough
to call until it was all over. Humphrey made leaping gains late in the race, and 58,000 people
filled the Astrodome to cheer him on (Matthews, 269) and Wallace’s influence was hard to
measure. The rejection by Saigon on election eve of Johnson’s Halloween olive branch peace
initiative to stop the bombing is what Nixon’s people thought stopped Humphrey’s numbers
from climbing. On the night of the elections, the numbers were 43.4 percent of the popular vote
for Nixon, 42.7 for Humphrey, and a stunning 13 percent for Wallace. (Matthews, 270) My
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mother had a quote about her reaction on the day after Election Day in 1968; “Wallace’s
numbers were disturbing and depressing, and the fact that he carried five states was scary.”
Nixon’s 301 electoral votes ultimately carried the day, and the Republican Richard Nixon was
elected the 37th President of the United States, inheriting the Vietnam War, a fractured country
grieving young dead soldiers and fallen heroes, and suspicious of the establishment in all of its
myriad forms.

AFTERMATH

The election of 1968 had repercussions that we still feel. As a “realigning” election, it
sent shockwaves through the voters of that year who watched the Democrats come apart over the
war and civil rights, and many of the children of those people grew up to be Republicans. Only
three Democrats have been elected to the White House since; Jimmy Carter, Bill Clinton, and
Barack Obama. The escalation of Goldwater/Reagan conservatism was given more time to take
hold, and the arguments for it became stronger as the Cold War and domestic changes caused
things the Republican Party was opposed to. The fostering of this kind of conservatism arguably
led to the fringe right-wing lunacy we have today. Additionally, the Democratic Party
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underwent a series of reforms beginning under George McGovern from this point forward,
ultimately resulting in a more cohesive, more inclusive party.
Both Hubert Humphrey and George Wallace would run again for the Democratic
nomination to run for the office of President. Wallace would run in 1972, when he was shot and
paralyzed from the waist down, and in 1976, when he was purposefully marginalized by the
Democratic Party. His motivations continue to be a mystery, as no one record seems to agree
about what made Wallace into Wallace. Humphrey also ran in 1972, but was outflanked and
out-organized by the McGovern people. He declined to run again in 1976 due to a diagnosis of
terminal cancer and died in January of 1978.
Nixon, of course, is another story. He’s a library of stories all by himself. A library with
volumes marked “China,” “Bretton Woods,” “Watergate,” “C.R.E.E.P.,” “Space Program,”
“Vietnam,” and so on – agree with him or not, Nixon was a dynamic chief executive.
The lessons of 1968 are particularly relevant to us as we approach another election year.
We have a down economy and a nation fractured by disputes over wars and bailouts. We have a
faction of people on the right that think we need to go further in that direction, and a Congress
that won’t cooperate with our President, who seems like he’d like people to “knock off” the
noise and discuss things with a little civility for just a little while. An upset can come from
anywhere – any factor can contribute to the seeming strength or weakness of a candidate, and so
it’s worth paying attention to the events of the next year – all of them – to see how things shake
out for our democracy this time around.
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